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I had the same problem. I could not
find any reference to the problem on

the web. so I desactivated my netflix in
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activated it again and downloaded the.
I am quite pleased with the app in its
current state. however, there is a one
problem that has caused me pain on

multiple occasions. I am not sure if this
is just a me error. but the app seems to
freeze up once I go past the 100 mark.

When I restart the app it still works
fine. but when I close the app and

reopen it, the marker disappears for a
second or two and then comes back
and I am back at the 100 mark and I

have to reopen the app to start
drawing over the earlier art. I have this

issue on the Mac and PC and I tried
every solution I could find on line but
none of them work. I am very pleased
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with the app. Can anyone out there
point me in the right direction to fix

this problem? Thank you, Dave L
Carlitosfan - August 13, 2019, 1:51 am

Hi Dave, I noticed you posted this
question on August 7th, but I just

checked and the top comment on that
thread was from a member called

"rootqwerk" from April 25th. Were you
able to find any answers to your

questions? Richard Carlitosfan - August
13, 2019, 1:50 am Hi Richard, thanks
for checking up! I have only checked
the following posts so far. I don't see
any posts by user rootqwerk in this
area. I did see a number of posts by
user "rootcain" from July 23rd, 2019,
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but no answers. My question and issue
is to do with the marker disappearing
after 100 sketches. Does your issue

have to do with the file size or
something else? Thanks for checking

up with me, Dave L Carlitosfan - August
13, 2019, 1:50 am Sorry, I was away
and didn't see your post. I started a
new topic under the Creative Cloud

forum for Adobe After Effects. It might
be helpful, since that's the main focus

of your post. Richard Carlitosfan -
August 13, 2019, 1:49 am Would it
make a difference if I had an older

version of the c6a93da74d
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